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The warm evening of a hot day. People turn off of a busy street into a quiet alleyway. It leads to 

a small square surrounded on two sides by low commercial buildings. Maybe there was once an 

auto repair shop here, and next to it a small factory? Today, in any case, the rooms are used by 

the Townhouse Gallery, which maintains exhibition spaces, a library with café, an international 

residency program, and a large hall for theatre and dance performances. Treetops arch above 

with hanging lanterns, already standing out brightly against the early twilight of this June 

evening. Warm light also falls from the open doors of the different gallery spaces, so that the 

people who are gathering here throw many long shadows.  

Complying with the invitation, some people have brought their children, boys and girls, as well 

as their pets, mostly dogs on leashes, but also some cats in baskets, and even a young donkey, so 

that here on the ground there is tugging, stroking, sniffing, and barking.   

The door opens to the so-called Factory Space, the large hall of the gallery. 

 

The crowd forms a cluster around the entrance of the hall and the spectators enter one at a time. 

People switch their phones to flight mode and stick them into their pockets. Through a narrow 

entryway, they reach a vast and empty industrial space. The roof rests on eight white columns, 

which partition the room like a church into nave and side aisles. As in a church, the centre is 

higher than the sides, and the waning daylight falls through the glass walls of the building’s top 

part. Low sides form a general arcade in which a continuous row of speakers stand on tripods – 

one next to the other. Quiet buzzing emanates from the devices. In the middle of the room, where 

the top light sheds diffuse brightness – motionless as a statue – stands a white donkey.  

The hall slowly fills. The spectators spread out right and left into the arcade, but none of them 

steps into the brighter centre, where the donkey is still standing motionless: fear of participation 

drives the audience to the edges, this is well known. However, it is remarkable that the animals, 

who are allowed to move freely here, do not go into the centre either. Some venture as far as the 

columns, look at the donkey from a distance, and then turn to each other again. Only the young 

donkey remains at the invisible stage front and stiffly studies his motionless congener. 



	

The door to the street closes and the dim citylight encounters electric competition, not from 

classic theatre spotlights but rather from surfaces mounted regularly on the ceiling and sidewalls, 

and which apparently can shine at every visible and invisible wavelength. In any case the 

frequencies now synthesize into violet, transition to blue, green, yellow, orange, and red, until 

finally the room shines in dazzling white. The animals look nervously to their owners, who 

shield their eyes with their hands – in vain, because the light comes from everywhere and 

nowhere.  

The brightness slowly lessens and the mood normalizes. Then the white donkey lifts his right 

foreleg and sets it down again with a dull thud on the concrete floor. 

 

Two young people separate themselves from the audience, step over the invisible edge of the 

stage into the high centre, and position themselves next to the donkey: a blond woman and a 

slender man with dark hair. She is wearing light grey pants and a medium grey tunic that reaches 

past her knees. He is wearing black pants and a white collared shirt, over it a black mesh caftan. 

Both are wearing low black shoes with clicking heels. In contrast to them, the donkey looks even 

whiter than before. Again he lifts his left foreleg, again he lets it fall to the floor with a dull thud. 

The noise reverberates in the room, then repeats, but without the donkey having repeated the 

corresponding movement; and it repeats again – simultaneously in different places in the hall. 

Yet the sound does not seem to be really coming from the speakers, instead it is in the room – 

right there, but when I turn towards it, nothing is there that could produce a sound. The ghostly 

sounds fade away.  

The donkey starts walking through the room, but both of the people remain in position. With two 

large turns the animal covers the central surface between the columns, sometimes coming quite 

close to the spectators, human and non-human, yet without glancing at them. His steps sound 

strongly through the space, but they do not seem to be amplified or processed. With a last turn he 

returns to his starting position. He walks between the two performers and comes to a stop exactly 

where he had started. His steps fade away. He lifts his right front hoof once again and lets it fall 

to the floor with a dull thud. Now the movement pattern repeats itself identically, the same paths 

and positions, except now the human performers go along. They let their gazes pass steadfastly 

through the audience. The sound of steps forms clusters, picking up with every move and ebbing 

out as it stops. After the third turn they arrive back at the starting point and stand still – yet the 



	

sounds of feet and hooves continue: they pace through exactly the same paths and positions that 

the donkey had followed, first alone and then with the humans. Acoustically they can be 

precisely localized, only there is nothing to see. The clusters pick up with every virtual move and 

ebb out at its virtual stop, return to the starting point and then fade away. 

 

Now, as the donkey and the performers stand there, formality drains from their bodies: the 

humans let their shoulders drop. The donkey shifts lightly back and forth. Humans and animal 

continue to look steadily ahead, but now they also seem to see something there. The young man 

lifts his leg and the young woman does the same. Following an apparently improvised pattern, 

they start a walk that takes them through the whole centre of the room. The donkey follows after 

a moment’s hesitation, but soon catches up with them. Whenever they reach the edge of the stage 

surface they orient themselves anew. They look kindly at the audience. Sometimes the gaze 

remains briefly on one spectator. The audience visibly relaxes as well: the dogs scurry back and 

forth between their owners and fellow dogs. The cats meanwhile, uninterested, retreat to their 

baskets. The young donkey still stands at the columns and stiffly observes the happenings.  

The free play of walking continues. Sometimes it is the donkey who leads, sometimes the 

humans. Yet there always seems to be unspoken agreement about what is to be done together, 

and how. The game is reminiscent of a well executed English dance, composed of many 

complicated turns. A spectator located above would observe innumerable criss-crossing motions 

which keep decisively but arbitrarily changing directions without ever colliding with each other. 

Everything is so ordered that each dancer has already vacated his position at the time the other 

arrives. Everything fits so skilfully, yet so artlessly, that everyone seems to be following his own 

lead without getting into anyone’s way. Sound plays a special role in this: sometimes we hear the 

steps unaltered, sometimes amplified. Sometimes they break away from the bodies and fall 

behind the movement, but then they soon catch up again and merge with their source. Sometimes 

the noises also go ahead of the movement, but then they soon stand still and wait until the bodies 

have caught up with them again. 

 

The relationship of real and projected sound develops its own rhythm, which compresses and 

expands the choreographic space of the performance. The musical tempo seems to vary although 

the bodies proceed evenly. Apparently they are not affected by the irregular acousmatic reality 



	

that has pushed itself in front of theirs: when the sounds of steps go ahead, they feel in no way 

obliged to catch up with them quickly, when the sounds fall back, they make no particular efforts 

to wait. They just unanimously do what they do. The compositional work is taken over by the 

stage technology. Do the performers even hear their phantom steps? Now the composition is 

extended to the chromatic: real and projected sound drift apart from each other also tonally. This 

yields strongest effects when the sounds are not in synch with their sources in time and space: A 

deep trampling that remains behind evokes the dread of an unprocessed past, while the same 

trampling that leads the way evokes a sinister future. In contrast, the highly pitched tones have 

something hysterical about them: they induce stress. Yet, now and then, when there is nothing in 

particular for us to hear, the dogs suddenly start to yowl. Another time it is the cats who are 

startled from their baskets. Meanwhile the young donkey remains motionless and watches. The 

rule of intervals now seems broken, and tones shift against one another in rising and falling 

glissandi. Suddenly they are sorted, as if by an invisible hand, into a C major chord that remains 

in the room for a long time, clearly and loudly, before breaking down again into its individual 

parts. 

 

Almost unnoticeably, the light has also outed itself as a theatrical actor, and enters in aesthetic 

tension with the sound, sometimes leading to an amplification of effects, sometimes to their 

levelling. Discrete jumps from one colour to another sometimes follow in harmony with the 

chromatic of sounds, sometimes in opposition. Again and again, however, they return to cold 

white – the sea level of the light design, from which the colours emerge, and into which they 

level out. More and more, the events and movements in light and sound shift against one another. 

One colour thus links with another sound into synesthetic chords that briefly assert themselves 

and then dissolve again, maybe recurring later. The relationship of light and sound seems to 

follow an inner necessity, the law of which cannot be named. And the performers? They follow 

their course as though it were the only thing there is.  

Suddenly light and sound go out and the performers stand still. Through the glass top of the hall 

now falls only very little light, in which it is barely possible to recognize what is happening – if 

anything at all. Sound continues its play in the ear and light in the eye: abstract forms nestle like 

earworms in the body-consciousness. Slowly at first, afterimages fade in the stimulated nerve 

pathways. All at once we hear again the breath of the human performers and the donkey as well 



	

as the rustling of some spectators hands in pockets, the beeping of a clock – a smartphone throws 

cold light onto a face and is then quickly put away. In the darkness many quick padding steps 

can be heard. 

 

The light slowly fades in – just long enough to be able to vaguely recognize the scene: the white 

donkey stands in the middle of the room, the two performers have thrown their arms around him 

and buried their heads into the fur of his abdomen. And the cats have gathered around them. 

They are still maintaining a safe distance, but some are already venturing closer, observing the 

four shoes and four hooves of the body-knot from up close. Testing, one cat goes up and nudges 

with its paw against a black shoe that hovers just above the floor. The young woman to whom 

the shoe belongs does not notice, she is too absorbed in the tender movement. Arms still wrapped 

around the torso, her head turns further and further into the donkey’s flank. The little bit of light 

falls from above in such a way that the anatomical details of the bodies remain hidden behind the 

textures of hair, cloth, and areas of skin that the light happens to brush upon, and which actually 

absorb it more than they reflect it. Human and donkey blend optically into one amorphous being 

with an indeterminate number of arms, legs, and heads. 

The cats cannot leave the strange knot alone: they look at it from different sides, go up very close 

and draw back again. The brave ones participate: they climb onto a shoe or a flexed leg. They 

wind between the bodies or climb up onto a hoof. In any case they need not fear getting stuck 

under a foot or a hoof, because the knot is moving in slow motion. An arm winding itself over 

the back does this so slowly that one has the feeling it is standing still – but if one looks back 

again a little later, it has moved a bit. Thus the action is executed in discrete units of time, and 

perception always comes half a second too late to register it as continuous motion. The whole 

thing proceeds silently. Only the cats’ paws and their occasional nudging can be heard.  

Thus the knot works its way through the hall. The light begins to pulse slowly, at first 

unnoticeably, then with increasing intensity. It is never entirely dark, but also never really bright. 

The pulsing shapes the impression of the bodies: sometimes they are mere contour, sometimes 

they are landscape. Sometimes attention is drawn to the velvety surfaces, then it opens up again 

to the form of the whole. No colours can be seen here, only dark and less dark grey. The young 

man lets himself slide down the donkey’s abdomen onto the floor and remains lying between the 

pairs of legs. With great care, the animal lifts his legs over the defenceless body, which is left 



	

behind in semi-darkness. Slowly the woman lands with both legs on the ground. She straightens 

up next to the donkey, lays a hand on his back, and for a long while both of them look 

indefinitely ahead. The pulsing light enlivens the ghostly scene and then goes out entirely. In the 

darkness we hear the cats moving away. 

 

All at once the lights come on in the whole room. The young woman leaves the stage surface and 

returns with a bundle of grass, which appears monstrously large and obscenely green to 

perception still accustomed to the local arousals of grey substance. The white donkey trots a few 

steps towards her and eats out of her hand. The young man appears with a small bunch of 

carrots: he gives one to the woman, keeps a second for himself, gives the white donkey a third, 

and with the last one he goes over to the young donkey, who is still standing at the columns and 

stiffly observing the whole thing. Yet as he approaches him, he comes to life: he lifts his right 

foreleg timidly over the invisible border separating the stage surface from the audience space, 

and sets it down. He gets his mouth around the carrot, bites off a piece and chews. The performer 

lays the rest of it at his feet. Freed of their atypical restraint, the first dogs come onto the stage 

then, occupying themselves primarily with the donkey: they jump around him and up onto him. 

They bark at him until he lowers his head and they can sniff him.  

Having finished their carrots, both performers position themselves in front of the animal – ready 

to walk with him again. Distracted by the dogs’ scurrying, the donkey takes a while to notice this 

signal, but eventually, he straightens up, sinks his shoulders, and looks indefinitely ahead 

between the two human heads. All three, the man, the woman, and the donkey, lift right leg at 

the same time and set off. The dogs go along, soon ahead, soon behind. They sniff each other and 

jump around and up on the non-dogs, such that the latter have to push them aside with paws, 

hoof, or hand. The faster the trio moves through the space, the livelier the pack of dogs blends 

into a baroque tail that follows it at every turn.  

After a few turns they pass the young donkey, who hesitates briefly and then joins them. He falls 

in line between the dogs and brings some calm into the pack. They go on for a while like this, 

crisscrossing the space; no light or sound effect disturbs the self-presence of the mixed group, 

which apparently takes immediate pleasure in walking together. Maybe it reminds them of the 

active possibilities of the body after long spectatorship. A mild euphoria spreads in the room. 

The leisurely rhythm of the walk reaches into the stiffest corners. The bodies loosen up, clothing 



	

is adjusted, bags newly shouldered, some stretch themselves, children lean back against their 

parents’ legs and look up at them. 

 

An assertive woman picks up her son, waits for the right moment, and sets him onto the back of 

the white donkey, who lets this happen without objection. The small boy visibly enjoys being in 

the centre of attention. He waves at the audience like the heir to a thrown and turns again and 

again towards his mother, who has pulled an iPhone from her pocket to take pictures that she 

promptly posts: #AnimalsOnStage. The performers now lead the group out of the high centre of 

the room into the arcades, where the adult humans are still endeavouring to radiate the neutrality 

of spectators. They draw back to make room for the procession. The dogs, however, allow 

themselves to be lured by the many legs and leave the parade to sniff or jump up on them. Thus 

movement also reaches where it is not desired. The group pushes from the centre out into the 

sides, makes a turn, crosses the centre again to another side, and on and on like this. After a 

while the light in the hall slowly comes up, and the door in the narrow entryway opens, so that a 

strip of orange-yellow streetlight falls in. The performers and the white donkey make one or two 

more turns and then head for the door. They go through into the warm night, and the spectators 

do the same. 

Outside people and animals circle around the performers, who stand to the right and left of the 

donkey, one hand laid on his back. Slowly applause picks up. The humans bow briefly, the 

donkey gets a carrot and a flower stuck behind his ear, but then he is immediately loaded into a 

trailer and driven away. It takes a while before the crowd disperses into the night. The people 

from the Goethe Institut roll up their posters and fold up the counter. 

 

[This chapter contains a quotation from Friedrich Schiller’s letter to Körner dated 23 February 

1793 and references to the project Pet Performances by Krõõt Jurak and Alex Bailey as well as 

to the drawings that Ines Lechleitner made of the Hamburg version of Balthazar during 

rehearsals.] 

	


